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ABSTRACT

This chapter outlines culminates experience and thinking from two environments: 
1) the construction contracting industry and 2) the built environment classroom – 
undergraduate and graduate. The authors’ combined teaching experience covers 
more than two decades, but they do not pretend their knowledge is exhaustive. 
Others know more. Their desire is to add to their thoughts. They first address what 
the contractor desires of construction graduates. From there, they proceed to list 
focuses they believe important in sequential order for the teaching and learning 
process: 1) vocabulary, 2) conceptual frameworks, 3) iterative problem solving, 4) 
writing. After that, they describe their preferred delivery method: formative teaching, 
learning, and assessment.
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A Construction Management Education Focus and Process Direction

INTRODUCTION

Construction education is a critical component to improving the construction 
industry. The newly graduated have been immersed in today’s effective practices 
of leadership, management, and technology. Each one of us has out-of-date ideas, 
but new graduates bring much up-to-date thinking to the industry. They have “fresh 
eyes” and want to learn to be efficient in our challenging environment. Overall, they 
have a positive effect on the industry.

We believe that improving industry readiness of the newly graduated is an important 
discussion. In this Chapter, structured in a white paper style, we suggest a limited 
number of teaching, learning and assessment focus as suggested by our industry 
interactions and classroom experience. We discuss our reasoning and conclusions 
for recommending four general learning focuses along with an already credible 
learning, teaching, and assessment process commonly known as the Formative 
Approach (Bloom 1968). Additionally, we attempt to address common criticisms.

This Chapter outlines our culminative experience and thinking from two 
environments – 1) The Construction Contracting Industry and 2) The Built 
Environment Classroom – undergraduate and graduate. Our combined teaching 
experience covers more than two decades, but we do not pretend our knowledge is 
exhaustive. Others know more. Our desire is to add to their thoughts.

Our work with clients has given to us a useful understanding of the contractor’s 
desires of newly hired graduates’ skills. Between us, we have been engaged by more 
than 150 contractors. As part of our engagements, we have interviewed dozens of 
graduates whose titles include Assistant PM, Field Engineer, Project Coordinator, 
Safety Manager, and Project Accountant. Regardless of their final educational 
degree – there appears to be an opportunity to improve this transformative process.

We see construction education as a journey that is never static nor complete. 
Our intent is to prompt more thinking and discussion about this important industry 
subject. We will use undergraduate education for applying our assertions.

We list suggestions that can be implemented in any course - standard or elective. 
Our focus is not about content. The proposed approach concerns the process and 
focuses for bringing along the knowledge and skills of the aspiring construction 
contracting professional.

Contractors will hire the majority of any construction program’s graduates. This 
discussion is part of the healthy evolution of how to increase the quality of those 
graduates. We are not calling for new requirements nor expanded curriculum, only 
a consolidation of instructional direction to what construction contractors appear 
to want.

We first address what the contractor desires of construction graduates, in 
“Construction Contractor Wants.” From there, we proceed to list focuses we believe 
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